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Project No./ Project Name 
 
PHC-0035 – “Decreasing departmental costs through price awareness” 

Project Results 
 
Project not completed mainly due to time limitations from other 
commitments (including Cerner) but also due to difficulty in obtaining 
data. 

Unexpected Outcomes 
 

Lessons Learned 
- Difficult to try and obtain actual cost data of supplies. This should be 
addressed on a higher level as currently there is extreme disconnect 
between those who purchase the items and those who use them. The 
desire to be fiscally responsible with choices available for consumables 
should be a major organizational goal but to do this we need 
hospital/regional leadership on board.  
- This project should be better defined in terms of scope and outcome 
measures. 
- I believe this would be a good QI-type project except instead of patient 
outcomes we would measure cost savings  
- I would set up in-person meetings with the individuals who have the 
price data so that they can have a better understanding of the goals. The 
impression currently is that is just adds extra work for them. 

Recommendations for improvement 

(to inform future projects and 

strategic decision-making) 

- This is still a good project with precedent in other disciplines. 
- There should be transparency (i.e.: easy to access info) on choices 
available and decisions behind choice selections for the consumables 
used in the department. 
- Engage leadership to help arrange in-person meetings as described 
above. 

Project Costs 

• Please provide a summary of 
budget & expenses. 

• Point out any cost variances 
and rationale for variances. 
 

Approved Budget: $2,000.00 
 
Funds used: $431.75 (Physician time) 
0.75hrs x $ 157/hr = $117.75 
2hrs $157/hr = $314.00 (initial investigations and emails into products) 

Signed by Physician Lead Signed by Subcommittee Lead 

 
 


